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MY TOP 10 PROPONENT PRESENTATIONS
By Lorin Anderson, President

contributions to your fellow members.
If you haven’t watched an archived video lately,
It’s hard to believe that next year
consider screening any of my 10 personal favorites to
will mark the 10th anniversary of
get you pumped up to keep getting better in 2016.
the beginnings of what is now
10. Trillium Sellers on Being Uncomfortable, The
Proponent Group. While we had to
Challenge in Learning.
go through a couple of iterations
9. Dr. Tim Lee on The Science of Acquiring and
to get to our current state, we
Retaining Golf Skills.
have from the very beginning done
8. Martin Hall on How I Teach the Short Game.
a few things notably well. One of
7. Jackie Beck on Secret Shopper: Customer
our ongoing strengths has been
Service Mistakes Made by Teachers and How to Fix
the ability to spot emerging industry trends and
Them.
delivering the best current information to members—
6. Fred Shoemaker on Unlocking Your Students’
with the twin goals of building more successful
Potential.
instruction businesses and improving your
5. Kate Tempesta on How I Teach Very Young
understanding of the teaching/learning process.
Golfers.
The other day Lori and I were going through the
4. Ian James’ Marketing Workshop.
webinar and video archives on the members’ website
3. Dr. Rick Jensen on Coaching Golf: Easier Said
and I realized I had lost track of how many amazing
than Done.
presentations have been made exclusively to our
2. Mike Malizia on Effective Communications Skills
members over nearly a decade. It adds up to 120for Instructing.
plus hours of excellent content. While I’d recommend
And, my personal favorite (so far) is… 1. Cameron
that every single presentation stored on
McCormick on The Journey to High
the site has lots of helpful information
Performance.
for our members, there were some that
“This month’s
While all of these are absolute
really stood out as chock full of
standouts,
what’s amazing about our
column is dedicated video archive
valuable insights that have the ability
is there are at least 50
to every member who others just as good as these. Tap into
to make you rethink how you teach
and how you run your business.
this treasure trove of teaching
has stood up and
So this month’s column is dedicated
information on a regular basis and
shared rich insights watch your business grow. This
to all of our members who have stood up
and shared rich insights and data with
incredible sharing of knowledge is what
and data with their
their peers. Proponent Group would not
makes our members and our
peers.”
exist today without your selfless
organization so successful.
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